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by Tema Okun, dRworks 

 
 I dedicate this piece to my long-time colleague Kenneth Jones, who helped me become 

wise about many things and kept me honest about everything else. I love you and miss 

you beyond words.  

 This piece on white supremacy culture  builds on the work of many people, including (but not 

limited to) Andrea Ayvazian, Bree Carlson, Beverly Daniel Tatum, M.E. Dueker, Nancy Emond, 

Kenneth Jones, Jonn Lunsford, Sharon Martinas, Joan Olsson, David Rogers, James Williams, 

Sally Yee, as well as the work of Grassroots Leadership, Equity Institute Inc, the People’s Institute 

for Survival and Beyond, the Challenging White Supremacy workshop, the Lillie Allen Institute, 

the Western States Center, and the contributions of hundreds of participants in the DR process. 
 

* These sections are based on the work of Daniel Buford with the People’s Institute for Survival 

and Beyond, who has done extensive research on white supremacy culture. 

 
 

This is a list of characteristics of white supremacy culture that show up in our 
organizations. Culture is powerful precisely because it is so present and at the 
same time so very difficult to name or identify. The characteristics listed below 
are damaging because they are used as norms and standards without being pro-
actively named or chosen by the group. They are damaging because they 
promote white supremacy thinking. Because we all live in a white supremacy 
culture, these characteristics show up in the attitudes and behaviors of all of us – 
people of color and white people. Therefore, these attitudes and behaviors can 
show up in any group or organization, whether it is white-led or predominantly 
white or people of color-led or predominantly people of color.  
 

perfectionism* 

• little appreciation expressed among people for the work that others are doing; 
appreciation that is expressed usually directed to those who get most of the 
credit anyway  

• more common is to point out either how the person or work is inadequate 
• or even more common, to talk to others about the inadequacies of a person or 

their work without ever talking directly to them  
• mistakes are seen as personal, i.e. they reflect badly on the person making them 

as opposed to being seen for what they are – mistakes 
• making a mistake is confused with being a mistake, doing wrong with being 

wrong 
• little time, energy, or money put into reflection or identifying lessons learned 

that can improve practice, in other words little or no learning from mistakes 
• tendency to identify what’s wrong; little ability to identify, name, and 

appreciate what’s right 
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• often internally felt, in other words the perfectionist fails to appreciate her own 
good work, more often pointing out his faults or ‘failures,’ focusing on 
inadequacies and mistakes rather than learning from them; the person works 
with a harsh and constant inner critic 

antidotes: develop a culture of appreciation, where the organization takes 
time to make sure that people’s work and efforts are appreciated; develop a 
learning organization, where it is expected that everyone will make mistakes 
and those mistakes offer opportunities for learning; create an environment 
where people can recognize that mistakes sometimes lead to positive results; 
separate the person from the mistake; when offering feedback, always speak to 
the things that went well before offering criticism; ask people to offer specific 
suggestions for how to do things differently when offering criticism; realize 
that being your own worst critic does not actually improve the work, often 
contributes to low morale among the group, and does not help you or the 
group to realize the benefit of learning from mistakes 

 

sense of urgency 

• continued sense of urgency that makes it difficult to take time to be inclusive, 
encourage democratic and/or thoughtful decision-making, to think long-term, 
to consider consequences 

• frequently results in sacrificing potential allies for quick or highly visible 
results, for example sacrificing interests of communities of color in order to 
win victories for white people (seen as default or norm community) 

• reinforced by funding proposals which promise too much work for too little 
money and by funders who expect too much for too little 

antidotes:  realistic workplans; leadership which understands that things take 
longer than anyone expects; discuss and plan for what it means to set goals of 
inclusivity and diversity, particularly in terms of time; learn from past 
experience how long things take; write realistic funding proposals with 
realistic time frames; be clear about how you will make good decisions in an 
atmosphere of urgency; realize that rushing decisions takes more time in the 
long run because inevitably people who didn’t get a chance to voice their 
thoughts and feelings will at best resent and at worst undermine the decision 
because they were left unheard 

 

defensiveness 

• the organizational structure is set up and much energy spent trying to prevent 
abuse and protect power as it exists rather than to facilitate the best out of each 
person or to clarify who has power and how they are expected to use it 

• because of either/or thinking (see below), criticism of those with power is 
viewed as threatening and inappropriate (or rude) 
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• people respond to new or challenging ideas with defensiveness, making it very 
difficult to raise these ideas 

• a lot of energy in the organization is spent trying to make sure that people’s 
feelings aren’t getting hurt or working around defensive people 

• white people spend energy defending against charges of racism instead of 
examining how racism might actually be happening 

• the defensiveness of people in power creates an oppressive culture 

antidotes: understand that structure cannot in and of itself facilitate or 
prevent abuse; understand the link between defensiveness and fear (of losing 
power, losing face, losing comfort, losing privilege); work on your own 
defensiveness; name defensiveness as a problem when it is one; give people 
credit for being able to handle more than you think; discuss the ways in which 
defensiveness or resistance to new ideas gets in the way of the mission  

 

quantity over quality* 

• all resources of organization are directed toward producing measurable goals 
• things that can be measured are more highly valued than things that cannot, 

for example numbers of people attending a meeting, newsletter circulation, 
money spent are valued more than quality of relationships, democratic 
decision-making, ability to constructively deal with conflict 

• little or no value attached to process; if it can’t be measured, it has no value 
• discomfort with emotion and feelings 
• no understanding that when there is a conflict between content (the agenda of 

the meeting) and process (people’s need to be heard or engaged), process will 
prevail (for example, you may get through the agenda, but if you haven’t paid 
attention to people’s need to be heard, the decisions made at the meeting are 
undermined and/or disregarded) 

antidotes:  include process or quality goals in your planning; make sure your 
organization has a values statement which expresses the ways in which you 
want to do your work; make sure this is a living document and that people are 
using it in their day to day work; look for ways to measure process goals (for 
example if you have a goal of inclusivity, think about ways you can measure 
whether or not you have achieved that goal); learn to recognize those times 
when you need to get off the agenda in order to address people’s underlying 
concerns 

 

worship of the written word 

• if it’s not in a memo, it doesn’t exist 
• the organization does not take into account or value other ways in which 

information gets shared 
• those with strong documentation and writing skills are more highly valued, 

even in organizations where ability to relate to others is key to the mission 



antidotes: take the time to analyze how people inside and outside the 
organization get and share information; figure out which things need to be 
written down and come up with alternative ways to document what is 
happening; work to recognize the contributions and skills that every person 
brings to the organization (for example, the ability to build relationships with  
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  those who are important to the organization’s mission); make sure anything 
written can be clearly understood (avoid academic language, ‘buzz’ words, 
etc.)  

 

only one right way 

• the belief there is one right way to do things and once people are introduced to 
the right way, they will see the light and adopt it  

• when they do not adapt or change, then something is wrong with them (the 
other, those not changing), not with us (those who ‘know’ the right way) 

• similar to the missionary who does not see value in the culture of other 
communities, sees only value in their beliefs about what is good 

antidotes: accept that there are many ways to get to the same goal; once the 
group has made a decision about which way will be taken, honor that decision 
and see what you and the organization will learn from taking that way, even 
and especially if it is not the way you would have chosen; work on developing 
the ability to notice when people do things differently and how those different 
ways might improve your approach; look for the tendency for a group or a 
person to keep pushing the same point over and over out of a belief that there 
is only one right way and then name it; when working with communities from 
a different culture than yours or your organization’s, be clear that you have 
some learning to do about the communities’ ways of doing; never assume that 
you or your organization know what’s best for the community in isolation 
from meaningful relationships with that community 

 

paternalism 

• decision-making is clear to those with power and unclear to those without it 
• those with power think they are capable of making decisions for and in the 

interests of those without power 
• those with power often don’t think it is important or necessary to understand 

the viewpoint or experience of those for whom they are making decisions 
• those without power understand they do not have it and understand who does 
• those without power do not really know how decisions get made and who 

makes what decisions, and yet they are completely familiar with the impact of 
those decisions on them 

antidotes: make sure that everyone knows and understands who makes what 
decisions in the organization; make sure everyone knows and understands 
their level of responsibility and authority in the organization; include people 
who are affected by decisions in the decision-making 

 

either/or thinking* 

• things are either/or — good/bad, right/wrong, with us/against us 



• closely linked to perfectionism in making it difficult to learn from mistakes or 
accommodate conflict 

• no sense that things can be both/and  
• results in trying to simplify complex things, for example believing that poverty 

is simply a result of lack of education 
• creates conflict and increases sense of urgency, as people feel they have to 

make decisions to do either this or that, with no time or encouragement to 
consider alternatives, particularly those which may require more time or 
resources 

• often used by those with a clear agenda or goal to push those who are still 
thinking or reflecting to make a choice between ‘a’ or ‘b’ without 
acknowledging a need for time and creativity to come up with more options 

antidotes: notice when people use ‘either/or’ language and push to come up 
with more than two alternatives; notice when people are simplifying complex 
issues, particularly when the stakes seem high or an urgent decision needs to 
be made; slow it down and encourage people to do a deeper analysis; when 
people are faced with an urgent decision, take a break and give people some 
breathing room to think creatively; avoid making decisions under extreme 
pressure  

 

power hoarding 

• little, if any, value around sharing power 
• power seen as limited, only so much to go around 
• those with power feel threatened when anyone suggests changes in how 

things should be done in the organization, feel suggestions for change are a 
reflection on their leadership  

• those with power don’t see themselves as hoarding power or as feeling 
threatened  

• those with power assume they have the best interests of the organization at 
heart and assume those wanting change are ill-informed (stupid), emotional, 
inexperienced 

antidotes: include power sharing in your organization’s values statement; 
discuss what good leadership looks like and make sure people understand that 
a good leader develops the power and skills of others; understand that change 
is inevitable and challenges to your leadership can be healthy and productive; 
make sure the organization is focused on the mission  

 

fear of open conflict 

• people in power are scared of expressed conflict and try to ignore it or run 
from it  

• when someone raises an issue that causes discomfort, the response is to blame 
the person for raising the issue rather than to look at the issue which is actually 
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causing the problem 
• emphasis on being polite 
• equating the raising of difficult issues with being impolite, rude, or out of line 

antidotes: role play ways to handle conflict before conflict happens; 
distinguish between being polite and raising hard issues; don’t require those 
who raise hard issues to raise them in ‘acceptable’ ways, especially if you are 
using the ways in which issues are raised as an excuse not to address those 
issues; once a conflict is resolved, take the opportunity to revisit it and see how 
it might have been handled differently 

 

individualism* 

• little experience or comfort working as part of a team 
• people in organization believe they are responsible for solving problems alone 
• accountability, if any, goes up and down, not sideways to peers or to those the 

organization is set up to serve 
• desire for individual recognition and credit 
• leads to isolation 
• competition more highly valued than cooperation and where cooperation is 

valued, little time or resources devoted to developing skills in how to 
cooperate 

• creates a lack of accountability, as the organization values those who can get 
things done on their own without needing supervision or guidance 

antidotes: include teamwork as an important value in your values statement; 
make sure the organization is working towards shared goals and people 
understand how working together will improve performance; evaluate 
people’s ability to work in a team as well as their ability to get the job done; 
make sure that credit is given to all those who participate in an effort, not just 
the leaders or most public person; make people accountable as a group rather 
than as individuals; create a culture where people bring problems to the 
group; use staff meetings as a place to solve problems, not just a place to report 
activities 

 

i’m the only one 

• connected to individualism, the belief that if something is going to get done 
right, ‘I’ have to do it 

• little or no ability to delegate work to others 

antidotes: evaluate people based on their ability to delegate to others; 
evaluate people based on their ability to work as part of a team to accomplish 
shared goals 

 

progress is bigger, more* 

• observed in how we define success (success is always bigger, more) 



• progress is an organization which expands (adds staff, adds projects) or 
develops the ability to serve more people (regardless of how well they are 
serving them) 

• gives no value, not even negative value, to its cost, for example, increased 
accountability to funders as the budget grows, ways in which those we serve 
may be exploited, excluded, or underserved as we focus on how many we are  

 
 serving instead of quality of service or values created by the ways in which we 

serve  

antidotes: create Seventh Generation thinking by asking how the actions of 
the group now will affect people seven generations from now; make sure that 
any cost/benefit analysis includes all the costs, not just the financial ones, for 
example the cost in morale, the cost in credibility, the cost in the use of 
resources; include process goals in your planning, for example make sure that 
your goals speak to how you want to do your work, not just what you want to 
do; ask those you work with and for to evaluate your performance 

 

objectivity* 

• the belief that there is such a thing as being objective or ‘neutral’ 
• the belief that emotions are inherently destructive, irrational, and should not 

play a role in decision-making or group process 
• invalidating people who show emotion 
• requiring people to think in a linear (logical) fashion and ignoring or 

invalidating those who think in other ways 
• impatience with any thinking that does not appear ‘logical’  

antidotes: realize that everybody has a world view and that everybody’s 
world view affects the way they understand things; realize this means you too; 
push yourself to sit with discomfort when people are expressing themselves in 
ways which are not familiar to you; assume that everybody has a valid point 
and your job is to understand what that point is 

 

right to comfort 

• the belief that those with power have a right to emotional and psychological 
comfort (another aspect of valuing ‘logic’ over emotion) 

• scapegoating those who cause discomfort 
• equating individual acts of unfairness against white people with systemic 

racism which daily targets people of color 

antidotes: understand that discomfort is at the root of all growth and learning; 
welcome it as much as you can; deepen your political analysis of racism and 
oppression so you have a strong understanding of how your personal 
experience and feelings fit into a larger picture; don’t take everything 
personally 
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One of the purposes of listing characteristics of white supremacy culture is to 
point out how organizations which unconsciously use these characteristics as 
their norms and standards make it difficult, if not impossible, to open the door to 
other cultural norms and standards. As a result, many of our organizations, 
while saying we want to be multi-cultural, really only allow other people and 
cultures to come in if they adapt or conform to already existing cultural norms. 
Being able to identify and name the cultural norms and standards you want is a 
first step to making room for a truly multi-cultural organization. 
 
Partial Bibliography: 
Notes from People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond Workshop, Oakland, CA, spring 1999.  Notes from 
Challenging White Supremacy Workshop, San Francisco, CA, spring 1999. Beverly Daniel Tatum, Why Are All 

the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? NY: HarperCollins, 1997. Derrick Jensen, A Language 

Older Than Words. NY: Context Books, 2000. Paul Kivel, Uprooting Racism. PA: New Society Publishers, 
1996. Anne Wilson Schaef, Living in Process. NY: Ballantine, 1998. For complete bibliography, see complete 

notebook for dRworks Dismantling Racism process. 
 

dRworks is a group of trainers, educators and organizers working to build 

strong progressive anti-racist organizations and institutions. dRworks can be 

reached at www.dismantlingracism.org. 
 

Anti-Racist 

OrganizatioNal 

Development 
 
 
 

The process of Dismantling Racism is not just about individuals changing our behavior and 
ways of thinking.  This important individual work must in turn trigger a commitment to 
dismantling racism in organizations in order to position us to move effective and accountable 
racial justice organizing.  
 
Organizations, like individuals, can evolve to become anti-racist.  The transformation begins 
with developing a comprehensive understanding of how racism and oppression operate 



within an organization’s own walls.  From that analysis comes a commitment and concrete 
plans for dismantling racism within the organization and in the larger society. 

 
There is no cookie cutter approach to anti-racist organizational development.  The road to anti-
racist organizational development is necessarily impacted by the size, structure, mission, 
constituency and geographic location of an organization.  Some organizations may need to 
commit to transforming their organization in to a multi-cultural anti-racist organization.  
Other predominantly white organizations may decide that it is most appropriate to evolve 
toward being an anti-racist white ally organization that can work in alliance with 
organizations of color.  People of color organizations may decide to engage in organizational 
development to address internalized racist oppression within the organization in order to 
strengthen their ability to build power for communities of color. 
 
This section of the Dismantling Racism Resource Book is designed to provide tools to help 
organizations begin the discussion of their anti-racist organizational transformation.  If we 
build a shared and strong analysis of race and racism within our organizations then we will be 
able to select the tools and processes to achieve anti-racist organizational transformation most 
appropriate to our organization.  

 
 
 
 

for organizations striving to become multi-cultural 

anti-racist organizations 

 

 

Anti-Racist Organizational Development 
 

Adapted by Kenneth Jones and Tema Okun based on work done by the Exchange Project of the Peace 
Development Fund, Grassroots Leadership’s Barriers and Bridges program, and the original concept by 

Bailey Jackson and Rita Hardiman. 

 
changework 

1705 Wallace Street, Durham NC 27707, 919.490.4448 
 
 

The goals of this exercise are to give you time to begin to analyze your organization in 

terms of the organization’s anti-racist vision.  This is an evaluation tool. 

This evaluation is designed for organizations that are either all white or which include 

both white people and people of color. 
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Because racism is reflected in every institution and organization in the U.S., it is also present in 
progressive, social change groups.  The structures and cultures of non-profits and grassroots 
organizations reproduce white privilege and racial oppression found in the wider society.  But 
organizations, like individuals evolve, change and grow.  Groups can transform themselves 
into anti-racist groups. 

We are presenting four states of organizational development.  Most organizations have 
characteristics from each of the states.  No organization fits any stages precisely, although you 
will find that one stage may be dominant.  Whatever the dominant characteristics of your 
organization, it is impossible for an organization at the All White Club stage to move directly 
into becoming an Anti-Racist Organization.  Any transition requires moving through the 
elements of one stage to the next. 

In order to use this assessment, read through the written descriptions and the chart of 
characteristics and think about how your organization reflects the various states.  Then fill out 
the worksheet that follows. 

 

 

 

The All White Club 

 
All White Clubs are non-profits that, without trying, find themselves with an all white 
organization. 

These are not groups that have intentionally excluded people of color.  In fact, many times 
they have developed recruitment plans to get more people of color involved in their group.  
However, when people of color join the group, they are essentially asked to fit into the existing 
culture.  Many leave after a frustrating period of trying to be heard.  After years of trying, the 
Club cannot figure out why they do not have more people of color in their group; they begin to 
blame people of color for not being interested in the group’s important issue or work, or they 
just give up.  They do not understand that without analyzing and changing the organizational 
culture, norms, and power relations, they will always be an all white club.  While they are 
good people, they have no analysis of racism or of power relations and no accountability to 
people or communities of color. 
 

The Affirmative Action or ‘Token’ Organization 

 
The Affirmative Action or ‘Token’ Organization is committed to eliminating discrimination in 
hiring and promotion. 

The Affirmative Action or ‘Token’ Organization sets clear affirmative action goals, clear and 
unambiguous job qualifications and criteria, a percentage of people of color who need to be in 



a candidate pool for a new job, and a bias-reduced interview process.  Staff and board are 
encouraged to reduce and/or eliminate their prejudice and the organization may conduct 
prejudice reduction workshops toward this end.  There may be one or two people of color in 
leadership positions.  For people of color, coming into the organization feels like little more 
than tokenism. 

The Affirmative Action of ‘Token’ Organization is still basically a white club except it now 
includes structural and legal means to bring people of color in. 
 

The Multi-Cultural Organization 

 
The Multi-Cultural Organization reflects the contributions and interests of diverse cultural and 
social groups in its mission, operations, and products or services. 

It actively recruits and welcomes people of color and celebrates having a diverse staff and 
board.  It is committed to reducing prejudice within the group and offers programs that help 
members learn more about the diverse cultures that make up the organization.  White people 
in the organization tend to feel good about the commitment to diversity.  Like the previous 
two, however, people of color are still asked to join the dominant culture and fit in. 

An interesting point to consider is that most multi-national corporations are at this stage, while 
most non-profits, even social change non-profits, are still predominantly in one of the first two 
stages.  Multi-national corporations recognize that their financial success is tied to their 
customer base and their customer base is racially diverse.  So, for example, in states where 
there are active English-only campaigns, the banks are offering ATM machines in English and 
Spanish.  This is not to say we should model ourselves after multi-national corporations, but it 
is worth thinking about how they are further ahead than most of us in thinking about the 
implications of a changing demographics for their organization. 
 

The Anti-Racist Organization 

 
Based on an analysis of the history of racism and power in this country, this organization 
supports the development of anti-racist white allies and empowered people of color through 
the organization’s culture, norms, policies and procedures. 

The Anti-Racist Organization integrates this commitment into the program, helping white 
people work together and challenge each other around issues of racism, share power with 
people of color, take leadership from and be accountable to people of color, feel comfortable 
with being uncomfortable while understanding that we are all learning all the time.  The Anti-
Racist Organization helps people of color become more empowered through taking 
leadership, sharing in the power, transforming the organizational norms and culture, 
challenging white allies and other people of color, sharing in decisions about how the 
organizations resources will be spent, what work gets done as well as how it gets done, the 
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setting of priorities, and allowing people of color to make the same mistakes as white people.  
The organization does this by forming white and people of color caucuses, providing training 
and encouraging discussions about racism, white privilege, power, and accountability, setting 
clear standards for inclusion at all levels of the organization, reviewing the mission, vision, 
policies, procedures, board agreements, etc. to insure that the commitment to end racism is a 
consistent theme, helping people to understand the links between the oppressions, and 
devoting organizational time and resources to building relationships across race and other 
barriers. 
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